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for immediate drug-repurposing studies.
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SUMMARY
The COVID-19 pandemic has resulted in 198 million reported infections and more than 4 million deaths as of
July 2021 (covid19.who.int). Research to identify effective therapies for COVID-19 includes: (1) designing a
vaccine as future protection; (2) de novo drug discovery; and (3) identifying existing drugs to repurpose
them as effective and immediate treatments. To assist in drug repurposing and design, we determine two
apo structures of severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) main protease at ambient
temperature by serial femtosecond X-ray crystallography. We employ detailed molecular simulations of
selected known main protease inhibitors with the structures and compare binding modes and energies.
The combined structural and molecular modeling studies not only reveal the dynamics of small molecules
targeting the main protease but also provide invaluable opportunities for drug repurposing and structure-
based drug design strategies against SARS-CoV-2.
INTRODUCTION

In late 2019, after the first patient was diagnosedwith pneumonia

of unknown etiology reported to the World Health Organization

(WHO) from China, millions of cases followed in a short span of

4 months (WHO). On March 11, 2020, WHO declared the

COVID-19 outbreak a pandemic, which originated from severe

acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) infec-
1382 Structure 29, 1382–1396, December 2, 2021 ª 2021 The Autho
This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://
tion. SARS-CoV-2 has a high spread rate (Ro) value, making

the pandemic difficult to control (Petersen et al., 2020). More-

over, the lack of effective treatments to control the infection in

high-comorbidity groups made this pandemic a major threat to

global health (Ahn et al., 2020).

The first human coronaviruses causing a variety of human dis-

eases, such as common cold, gastroenteritis, and respiratory

tract diseases, were identified in the 1960s (Tyrrell and Bynoe,
rs. Published by Elsevier Ltd.
creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1965). In 2002, a deadly version of coronavirus, SARS-CoV, was

identified in China (Heymann and Rodier, 2004). SARS-CoV-2,

the most recent member of the coronavirus family to be encoun-

tered, is a close relative of SARS-CoV and causes many sys-

temic diseases (Andersen et al., 2020; Dutta and Sengupta,

2021; Braun et al., 2020). COVID-19 patients exhibit (1) high C-

reactive protein and pro-inflammatory cytokine levels; (2) macro-

phage and monocyte infiltration to lung tissue; (3) atrophy of

spleen and lymph nodes, which weakens the immune system;

(4) lymphopenia; and (5) vasculitis (Zhang et al., 2020a,

2020b,bib_Zhang_et_al_2020a; McGonagle et al., 2020). The

release of a large amount of cytokines results in acute respiratory

distress syndrome causing aggravation and widespread tissue

injury, leading to multi-organ failure and death. Therefore, mor-

tality inmany severe cases of COVID-19 patients has been linked

to the presence of the cytokine storm evoked by the virus (Ragab

et al., 2020).

The SARS-CoV-2 genome encodes structural proteins

including surface/spike glycoprotein (S), envelope (E), mem-

brane (M), and nucleocapsid (N) proteins; and the main reading

frames named ORF1a and ORF1b, which contain 16 non-struc-

tural proteins (NSP) (Gordon et al., 2020; Chen et al., 2020a,

2020b, 2020c). Among these, ORF1a/b encodes papain-like

protease (PLpro), main protease (Mpro), a chymotrypsin-like

cysteine protease, along with polyproteins named polyprotein1a

(pp1a) and polyprotein1b (pp1b) (Astell et al., 2005). Encoded

polyproteins are then proteolyzed to NSPs by precise Mpro

and PLpro cleavages of the internal scissile bonds. NSPs are vi-

tal for viral replication, such as RNA-dependent RNA polymerase

(RdRp) and Nsp13, which are used for the expression of struc-

tural proteins of the virus (Dai et al., 2020; Thiel et al., 2003; Ull-

rich and Nitsche, 2020; Ziebuhr et al., 2000). SARS-CoV Mpro

has no homologous human protease that recognizes the same

cleavage site (Pillaiyar et al., 2016). Therefore, drugs that target

its active site are predicted to be less toxic and harmful to hu-

mans (Zhang et al., 2020a, 2020b). High sequence conservation

of Mpro provides minimized mutation-caused drug resistance

(Jin et al., 2020). Given its essential role in the viral life cycle

(Dai et al., 2020; Thiel et al., 2003; Ullrich and Nitsche, 2020; Zie-

buhr et al., 2000), the SARS-CoV-2 Mpro presents a major drug

target requiring a detailed structural study.

Structure-based drug repurposing is a rapid method of identi-

fying potential therapies that could be effective against COVID-

19 compared with continuous investigative efforts (e.g., identifi-

cation of new drugs and development of preventive vaccine

therapies). The well-studied properties of drugs currently in clin-

ical use mean that such compounds are better understood than

their counterparts designed de novo. A putative drug candidate

identified by drug-repurposing studies couldmake use of existing

pharmaceutical supply chains for formulation and distribution, an

advantage over developing new therapies (Chen et al., 2020a;

Huang et al., 2020; Pushpakom et al., 2019; Jarada et al., 2020).

In previous drug-repurposing studies, approved drug libraries

were typically screened against the active site or an allosteric

site of target protein structures, which were traditionally obtained

by methods with limitations in revealing the enzyme structure,

e.g., cryogenic temperature or radiation damage (Wang et al.,

2020; Kneller et al., 2020). Such investigations generally only

involve screening of drugs currently on the market (Zhou et al.,
2020;Choudhary et al., 2020;Beck et al., 2020;Wang, 2020).Cur-

rent structural biology-oriented studies that display a repurposing

approach to SARS-CoV-2 research have focused on structure-

based drug design, virtual screening, and a wide spectrum of in-

hibitors based on previously published tertiary protein structure

alignments (Rathnayake et al., 2020; Chauhan and Kalra, 2020;

Chen et al., 2020a, 2020b, 2020c; Muralidharan et al., 2021;

Khan et al., 2021; Kumar et al., 2020; Joshi et al., 2020). Given

the high-infectivity and persistence of SARS-CoV-2, anymolecu-

lar candidates identified through drug-repurposing studies could

be a potential treatment in the short term and should thus be

investigated using empiric structural data.

In this work, we ascertain some conformational dynamics of

Mpro via high-throughput serial crystallography using the

macromolecular femtosecond crystallography (MFX) instrument

from the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS), which provides ul-

trafast and ultrabright X-ray pulses allowing data collection

without secondary radiation damage at ambient temperature (Si-

erra et al., 2019; Blaj et al., 2019; van Driel et al., 2020). Our struc-

tural data reveal the active site of SARS-CoV-2 Mpro with

ambient-temperature radiation damage-free data and were

used for subsequent in silico investigation of known Mpro inhib-

itors with the binding pocket residues.

RESULTS

Ambient-temperature X-ray free-electron laser crystal
structures of SARS-CoV-2 Mpro reveal alternate
conformations of the drug-binding pocket
We determined two radiation damage-free serial femtosecond

X-ray crystallography (SFX) crystal structures of SARS-CoV-2

Mpro in two crystal forms, monoclinic at 1.9 Å resolution and

orthorhombic at 2.1 Å resolution (PDB: 7CWB and 7CWC,

respectively) (Figures 1A and 1B) (Tables S1 and S2; Figure S1).

We used an Mpro structure determined at ambient temperature

using a rotating anode home X-ray source (Kneller et al., 2020) as

our initial molecular replacement search model for structure

determination (PDB: 6WQF). Two high-resolution SFX structures

obtained in different space groups were superposed with an

overall root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) of 1.0 Å (Figure S2).

They reveal alternative active site residue conformations and dy-

namics at the atomic level, revealing several differences

compared with the previously shown ambient-temperature

structure of PDB: 6WQF (Kneller et al., 2020) (Figures 2A and 2B).

The unique N-terminal sequence affects the enzyme’s cata-

lytic activity (Chang, 2010; Zhang et al., 2020a, 2020b). Besides

the native monoclinic form of Mpro at 1.9 Å (Figure 1A), we also

determined the structure of the Mpro with four additional N-ter-

minal amino acids (generated by thrombin-specific N-terminal

cleavage) at 2.1 Å resolution (Figure 1B). The structure obtained

from this modified version of Mpro reveals that minor changes

introduced at the N terminus can affect the three-dimensional

structure of Mpro and promote orthorhombic crystal formation.

The biologically relevant dimeric structure of native monomeric

Mpro can be generated by adding the symmetry-related chain

B (Figure 1A).

Each protomer of SARS-CoV-2 Mpro is formed by three major

domains (Jin et al., 2020) (Figure S3). Domain I starts from the N

terminus of the protein and includes an antiparallel b sheet
Structure 29, 1382–1396, December 2, 2021 1383



Figure 1. Overview of Mpro crystal structures

(A) Cartoon representation of Mpro in space group C121. There is one molecule in the asymmetric unit cell colored in dark salmon (left). A biologically relevant

dimeric form is generated by application of a symmetry operator which is colored in green.

(B) Cartoon representation of the Mpro in space group P212121 (right). Two chains of the dimer are colored in cyan and slate.
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structure. This b sheet forms a b barrel fold that ends at residue

100. Domain II of Mpro resides between residues 101 through

180 andmostly consists of antiparallel b sheets. The third domain

of the Mpro is located between residues 181 through 306 and

consists of mostly a helices and has a more globular tertiary

structure (Figure S3). The intersection between domain I, domain

II, and the loop region of domain III is the key region for enzyme

activity (Figure S3), which forms the catalytic site and substrate

binding pocket of the enzyme. The biologically active form of

SARS-CoV-2 Mpro is a homodimer (Zhang et al., 2020a,

2020b). Previous biochemical studies of SARS-CoV Mpro sug-

gested that there is a competition for the dimerization surface

between domains I and III. In the absence of domain I, Mpro un-

dergoes a new type of dimerization through domain III (Zhong

et al., 2008). During our purifications, we repeatedly observed a

combination of monomeric and dimeric forms of Mpro on size-

exclusion chromatography steps that may be caused by this dy-

namic compositional and conformational equilibrium.

The two SARS-CoV-2 Mpro SFX crystal structures reveal a

non-flexible core active site and the catalytic amino acid

Cys145 (Figure S4). Temperature factor analysis revealed that

the active site is surrounded by mobile regions (Figure S4). The

presence of these mobile regions was observed in both SFX

crystal structures, suggesting intrinsic plasticity rather than a

structural artifact arising from the crystal lattice contacts (Fig-

ure S4; indicated with red circles). Furthermore, this intrinsic

plasticity suggests that inhibitor molecules that interact via

non-covalent bonds to the Mpro binding pocket would do so

weakly (Gao et al., 2021). Our investigation of PDB structures

with available electron densities identified that the majority of

the Mpro inhibitors formed covalent bonds with the active site

residue Cys145. In addition, few non-covalent inhibitors were

identified among the available structures in September 2020,

which have downloadable electron densities and exhibited

weak electron densities (Figure S5.).

The cryogenic temperature structures of SARS-CoV-2 Mpro

were summarized in an outstanding study and compared with
1384 Structure 29, 1382–1396, December 2, 2021
an ambient-temperature PDB: 6WQF structure (Kneller et al.,

2020). Thus, we compared our monoclinic ambient-temperature

SFX structure with the previously published ambient-tempera-

ture X-ray structure PDB: 6WQF for observing minimization of

secondary radiation damage effect on the SARS-CoV-2 Mpro

structure by SFX technology. Both structures were largely similar

with an RMSD value of 0.404 Å (Figure 2A). We observed signif-

icant conformational differences, especially in the side chains of

Thr24, Ser46, Glu47, Leu50, Asn142, Cys145, Met165, and

Gln189 residues (Figures 2B and S6). As suggested before, flex-

ibility could conceivably help design by providing alternative

binding sites for non-native molecules (Niu et al., 2008).

Observed significant conformational differences are caused by

intrinsic flexibility around the binding pocket in our SFX structure.

This flexibility allows us to observe alternative side-chain confor-

mations inaccessible to the ambient-temperature X-ray struc-

ture (PDB: 6WQF). The calculated bias-free composite omit

map that covers the active region has been shown (Figures 3B

and S7). This structure offers insights into the active site of

Mpro complementary to the PDB: 6WQF structure, which may

be important for future ligand screening and in silico modeling

studies. All three domains contribute to the formation of the

active site of the protein. The intersection of domain I residue

His41 and domain II residues Cys145 and His164 interact via a

coordinated water molecule with Asp187 located at the N-termi-

nal loop region of domain III to form the active site (Figures 2C

and S8). The N-terminal loop of domain III is suggested to be

involved in enzyme activity (Ma et al., 2020). The distance be-

tween Cys145 Sg and His41 Nε2 is 3.7 Å, similar to the

ambient-temperature structure PDB: 6WQF (Kneller et al.,

2020). Od1-Od2 atoms of Asp187 and NH2-Nε atoms of Arg40

contribute to a salt bridge between these two residues and sta-

bilize the positions of each other. The W5 water molecule (indi-

cated with a red sphere at the figure) in the active site plays

crucial roles for catalysis (Kneller et al., 2020). W5 forms triple

H bonds with His41, His164, and Asp187 side chains with the

distances of 2.8, 2.9, and 2.8 Å, respectively (Figures 2C and S8).



Figure 2. Comparison of the SFX structure (PDB: 7CWB) with the ambient-temperature structure (PDB: 6WQF)

(A) The two structures align very well with an overall RMSD of 0.404 Å. The SFX structure is shown in gray, the ambient-temperature structure is shown in pink. The

same coloring scheme is used in all panels. All the structural alignments are performed based on the superposition of Ca atoms throughout the manuscript.

(B) Superposition of the active site pocket reveals the significant conformational states. Residues with altered conformations were labeled and their positions are

indicated.

(C) 2Fo� Fc electron density belonging to the active site residues is contoured at the 1s level and colored in slate. H bonds and other interactions are indicated by

dashed lines and distances are given in Å.

(D) Superposition of the PDB: 7CWB (SFX) and 6WQF active site reveals very similar states.
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When compared with the room temperature structure of Mpro

PDB: 6WQF, our structure displays additional active site residue

dynamics while it has an overall high similarity (Figures 2D, 4G,

and 4H). Canonical chymotrypsin-like proteases contain a cata-

lytic triad composed of Ser(Cys)-His-Asp(Glu) in their catalytic
region; however, SARS-CoV-2 Mpro possesses a Cys145 and

His41 catalytic dyad which distinguishes the SARS-CoV-2

Mpro from canonical chymotrypsin-like enzymes (Kneller et al.,

2020; Gorbalenya and Snijder, 1996). During the catalysis, the

thiol group of Cys145 is deprotonated by the imidazole of
Structure 29, 1382–1396, December 2, 2021 1385



Figure 3. Key crystal contacts of C121 crystal form

(A) The 2Fo� Fc electron density belonging to the N-terminal region of the SARS-CoV-2main protease is contoured at the 1s level and colored in gray. Regions of

the symmetry-related molecule are colored in gray, 2Fo � Fc electron density is contoured at the 1s level and colored in slate. H bonds are indicated by black

dashed lines. Elimination of these H bonds was essential to obtain the second crystal form in the P212121 space group, with a more open inhibitor binding pocket

for future soaking studies of the putative main protease inhibitors.

(B) Superposition of Ca atoms of our structure (PDB: 7CWB) was performed with the Mpro structure (PDB: 6WQF). Our structure is colored in salmon, while chain

A of PDB: 6WQF is colored in gray. A composite omit map of the PDB: 7CWB active site is shown blue color.
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His41 and the resulting anionic sulfur nucleophilically attacks the

carbonyl carbon of the substrate. After this initial attack, an

N-terminal peptide product is released by abstracting the proton

from the His41, resulting in the His41 becoming deprotonated

again and a thioester is formed as a result. In the final step, the

thioester is hydrolyzed, which results in a release of a carboxylic

acid and the free enzyme, therefore restoring the catalytic dyad

(Ullrich and Nitsche, 2020; Pillaiyar et al., 2016). Observed cata-

lytic residue conformations of SFX structures are consistent with

PDB: 6WQF and support the proposed Mpro catalytic mecha-

nism (Figures 2C and 2D).

The crystal contact of the symmetry-related molecule with

the N-terminal region of the Mpro is essential for the formation

of the crystal lattice in the monoclinic C121 space group (Fig-

ures 3A and S9). There is an extensive network of hydrogen

bonding interactions. The Ser1 amino group and carbonyl O

atom engage in two hydrogen bonding interactions with

carbonyl O and the backbone amide N of Phe140. The carbonyl

group of Gly2 forms a hydrogen bond with the carbonyl Og

atom of Ser139. The backbone amide group of Phe3 forms a

second hydrogen bonding interaction with the carbonyl O

atom of Gly138 in the C121 space group. The side-chain amine

and amino group of Arg4 form a hydrogen bond with the

carbonyl O atom of Lys137 (Figure S9). These interactions are

crucial, and elimination of this hydrogen bond network by the

addition of four N-terminal amino acids switches SARS-CoV-2

Mpro to the secondary crystal conformation in the ortho-

rhombic P212121 space group (Figures S9 and S10). In the crys-
1386 Structure 29, 1382–1396, December 2, 2021
tal form the active site pocket has a wider binding pocket than

the cryogenic structure (Figure S11). This wider binding pocket

may offer opportunities for obtaining more effective drug soaks

for future structural studies of Mpro drug complexes guided by

hybrid in silico methods.

All-atom molecular dynamics simulations of apo forms
of Mpro reveals that the protomers display asymmetric
behavior
To better understand the structural and dynamical properties of

Mpro, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were performed us-

ing our ambient-temperature SFX crystal structures (Figure 4). As

the catalytically active form of Mpro is a homodimer, we have

used the dimeric form of crystal structures. For the SFX structure

obtained in space group C121 with a monomeric asymmetric

unit, the relevant dimeric form is generated by symmetry opera-

tion. The MD simulations were run for 200 ns to elucidate the dy-

namic effects on the structures, specifically for the active site re-

gion. The evolutionary changes of atomic coordinates over time

were monitored by calculating the RMSD for both chains, i.e.,

protomers (Figures S12 and S13 for PDB: 7CWB and 7CWC,

respectively). The root-mean-square fluctuations (RMSF) were

also computed based onCa atoms for both protomers separately

(Figures S14 andS15 for PDB: 7CWBand 7CWC, respectively) to

determine the flexible regions. In simulations for both PDB:

7CWB and 7CWC, the protomers exhibit non-identical behavior

as also observed by others in apo form of Mpro (Suárez

and Dı́az, 2020; Sheik Amamuddy et al., 2020), although, as



Figure 4. Contributions of residues to the first three PCs

(A–F) (A–C) PDB: 7CWB and (D–F) 7CWC with chain A displayed on the right and chain B on the left side. The aligned trajectory frames were generated to

interpolate between the most dissimilar structures in the distribution along specified PCs. The color scale from red to blue represents low to high displacements

along specified PCs, with broadening of the tubes depicting the trajectory movements. The Ca atoms of catalytic residues His41 and Cys145 are displayed as

spheres with cyan and lime colors, respectively.

(G and H) A dynamic cross-correlation matrix generated from the motions observed in PC space with values ranging from –1 (complete anti-correlation) to +1

(complete correlation) (G) for PDB: 7CWB and (H) for 7CWC. The boundary between chains A and B is denoted by dashed lines.
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expected, higher RMSF values were observed for the loop re-

gions of protomers. In addition, the protomers of PDB: 7CWC

display higher fluctuations compared with PDB: 7CWB around
the loops covering the active site (such as loops containing resi-

dues 44–52 and 185–190) which could affect the accessibility of

the active site by inhibitors (Figures S14 and S15).
Structure 29, 1382–1396, December 2, 2021 1387
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Principal-component analysis correlates the inter-
domain motions and its impact on the drug-binding
pocket dynamics
The trajectory frames obtained from MD simulations were used

to perform principal-component analysis (PCA) to determine

the variations of conformers of protein structures, i.e., to observe

the slowest motions during MD simulations. As PCA and PCA-

based methods are useful to reveal intrinsically accessible

movements, such as domain motions (Bahar et al., 2010), we

have performed PCA for backbone atoms of dimeric units for

the structures belonging to different space groups. We focused

on the first three principal components (PCs), which show

around 40% of the total variance in MD trajectories, to determine

the regions of protein structures that display the highest variation

(Figures S16 and S17 for PDB: 7CWB and 7CWC, respectively).

The first three PCs were projected onto the protein structures to

determine the contributions of each residue to specified PCs.

The motions of specific regions with blue regions with higher

thickness represent more mobile structural parts of the protein

along the specified PCs. We also provide supplementary movies

to illustrate the movements along the species PCs: in Videos S1,

S2, and S3 the motions along PC1, PC2, and PC3 for PDB:

7CWB are displayed, respectively, while for PDB: 7CWC the

movements along first three PCs are displayed in Videos S4,

S5, and S6, respectively. In the movies, different colors repre-

sent the different domains of the enzyme such that domain I is

colored in light blue, domain II is colored in cyan, and domain

III is colored in dark salmon for both protomers A and B. In all

of the movies presented, protomer A is shown on the right and

protomer B is shown on the left. It can be seen that both in

C121 and P212121 space group structures, again protomers A

and B display asymmetric behavior and domain movements

along all considered PCs (Figures 4A–4C for PDB: 7CWB and

Figures 4D–4F for PDB: 7CWC) (Sheik Amamuddy et al., 2020).

When themotions displayed by two dimeric forms are compared

with each other, we observe that domain III is more mobile in

PDB: 7CWB compared with PDB: 7CWC (Videos S1, S2, and

S3 for PDB: 7CWB and M4-M6 for PDB: 7CWC). However, the

loop region containing residues 45–53 around the catalytic site

is more mobile for both protomers in PDB: 7CWC, while it is

only mobile for chain B of PDB: 7CWB. Interestingly, protomer

A of PDB: 7CWC is more mobile compared with protomer A of

PDB: 7CWB, which could reflect the differences in dimeric inter-

face due to the additional four N-terminal amino acids and

missing interactions with chain B N-terminal residues in the

dimer interface. However, the loop regions surrounding the bind-

ing pockets with residues 166–172 and 185–195 display higher

flexibility in chain A of PDB: 7CWB,while itsmobility is somewhat

restricted in PDB: 7CWC.

We have also performed cross-correlation analysis of residues

along the PC space to understand the correlation between mo-

tions especially for different domains. The correlation between

the motions along the first three PCs were plotted as dynamical

cross-correlationmaps, displayed in Figures 4G and 4H for PDB:

7CWB and 7CWC, respectively. Focusing on the correlation be-

tween motions within protomers initially, we see that motions of

domains I and III as well as domains I and II aremostly anti-corre-

lated, as shown by the purple regions in Figure 4G for PDB:

7CWB and Figure 4H for PDB: 7CWC.While we observed similar
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behavior for protomers A and B of PDB: 7CWC, the directions of

domains I and III movements are different in protomers A and B

of PDB: 7CWB, specifically for residues 189–192, which are at

the linkage points of domains II and III and residues 45–50 of

domain I bordering the catalytic site. While in protomer A, these

loops move in the same directions, their movements are mostly

anti-correlated in protomer B for the slowest motion along PC1 in

PDB: 7CWB (Video S1, Figure 4G). This could cause differences

in the accessibility of catalytic sites in a time-dependent manner

in protomers of PDB: 7CWB. On the other hand, domains II and

III within protomers have mixed correlations with each other in

which motions of some residues are along the same directions,

others are in opposite directions within both protomers A and

B of PDB: 7CWB, while domain II has limited mobility as being

more buried than other domains (Suárez and Dı́az, 2020) except

for the b strand segment of residues 166–172 of protomer A. Sur-

prisingly, this segment also has some mobility, albeit limited, in

protomer B of PDB: 7CWC instead of protomer A (Video S4; Fig-

ure 4H). Glu166 of this segment is actually an important residue

that plays a role in stabilizing the substrate binding site S1 by in-

teracting with Ser1 of the alternate protomer along with Phe140

(Ghahremanpour et al., 2020; Jin et al., 2020) and we observed

that, along PC1, for protomer A of PDB: 7CWB and protomer

B of PDB: 7CWC, the motions of these residues are correlated

(Video S1 for PDB: 7CWB and M4 for PDB: 7CWC). This could

have implications about information transfer from one protomer

to the other, although other Mpro structures of SARS-CoV-2

need to be studied in atomistic detail. In addition, we observed

that correlations between domains of protomers A and B for

PDB: 7CWB and 7CWC are dissimilar. For instance, domains I

of PDB: 7CWB have defined anti-correlated motions as can be

seen from the purple areas in Figure 4H, while in PDB: 7CWC

the movements of domain I are more ambiguous. There are

also differences in the behavior of domain I of protomer A and

domain II of protomer B in the dimer structures in which for

PDB: 7CWB the motions of these domains are positively corre-

lated while they are anti-correlated in PDB: 7CWC.

Different non-covalent interactions stabilize the dimer
interfaces in different space groups
The crystal structures that were obtained in this study were

compared with four other Mpro structures crystallized recently.

Selected Mpro structures were cryogenic apo form (Zhang

et al., 2020a, 2020b) (PDB: 6Y2E and 7C2Y), holoprotein with

non-covalent inhibitor, X77 (PDB: 6W63), and a room-tempera-

ture apo-form structure (Kneller et al., 2020) (PDB: 6WQF).

Space groups of these structures are C121, P212121, P21212,

and I121, respectively. The completeness of the structures

was also evaluated: PDB: 6WQF, and 6Y2E crystallized in full-

length sequence (1–306); however, PDB: 6W63 only lacks

Gln306 at both C-terminal ends of its chains. Among compared

structures, PDB: 7C2Y, which has the same space group as

PDB: 7CWC, lacks 24 amino acid residues (chain A, 1–3, 141–

142, 281–283, and 298; chain B, 1–2, 45–50, 139–142, and

277–279). In our structures, PDB: 7CWB has a full-length

sequence; however, PDB: 7CWC lacks its last six amino acid

residues from the C-terminal in chain A, and starts with Phe3

(lacks Ser1 and Gly2), and ends at Ser301, lacking the last five

residues. When six structures (PDB: 6W63, 6Y2E, 6WQF,
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7C2Y, 7CWB, and 7CWC) were compared based on hydrogen

bonding interactions at the dimerization interfaces, more similar-

ities were observed for the latter three (PDB: 7C2Y, 7CWB, and

7CWC). One of the main differences between our structures and

the other four is the hydrogen bond between Ser139 (chain A)

and Gln299 (chain B) (Figure S18). Although this hydrogen

bond is not observed in other structures, the corresponding res-

idues are close to each other; however, they are not within

hydrogen bonding distance (Figure S19).

We alsomonitored all interface interactions throughout theMD

simulations and compared PDB: 7CWB and 7CWC. Interest-

ingly, the hydrogen bond between Ser139 (chain A) and

Gln299 (chain B) was lost and the interaction was turned into a

van der Waals interaction in PDB: 7CWB, and conserved by

64% of the simulation time. In the PDB: 7CWC structure,

Ser139 (chain A) was not in the vicinity of Gln299 (chain B) (Fig-

ure S20). More interestingly, the same interaction but this time

between Gln299 (chain A) and Ser139 (chain B), which is present

at the PDB: 7CWBcrystal structure, was only observed in 16%of

the simulation time (Figure S21). In the PDB: 7CWC crystal struc-

ture, there was no hydrogen bonding interaction between

Gln299 (chain A) and Ser139 (chain B). However, during simula-

tion, this bond was formed and retained in 65% of the simulation

time (Figure S21).

When static structures were compared based on hydrogen

bond formation analysis, PDB: 7C2Y, 7CWB, and 7CWC clus-

tered together, having the same hydrogen bonding network at

the dimerization interface. The explanation for the hydrogen

bond differences observed at the interface is the lack of amino

acids at the N-terminal and C-terminal ends of the PDB: 7C2Y

and 7CWC structures, compared with PDB: 7CWB.

Simulation trajectories of PDB: 7CWB and 7CWC were

compared based on hydrogen bond occupancies. Themajor dif-

ferences were Lys137 (chain A) and Arg4 (chain B), Asn142

(chain A) and Ser301 (chain B), and Arg298 (chain A) and

Tyr118 (chain B). The first interaction was not observed in

PDB: 7CWC; however, the latter two interactions were not pre-

sent in PDB: 7CWB. The Lys137 (chain A) and Arg4 (chain B)

interaction was conserved in 82% of the simulation times;

Asn142 (chain A) and Ser301 (chain B), and Arg298 (chain A)

and Tyr118 (chain B) interactions, retained 67% and 72% of

the obtained trajectory frames, respectively (Figures S21 and

S22). We also observed that, during MD simulations, in the

case of PB: 7CWC, Gln299 (chain A) and Phe140 (chain B)

come closer to each other, and this van der Waals contact was

conserved in 64% of the simulation times and not observed in

the case of PDB: 7CWB (Figure S22).

Non-covalent bound inhibitors form unstable complexes
with Mpro
In their study, Jin et al. (2020) was screened in a library of around

10,000 compounds consisting of approved drugs, compounds in

clinical trials, and natural products, using fluorescence reso-

nance energy transfer assay. They identified six specific hit com-

pounds, of which the half-maximal inhibitory concentration (IC50)

values range from0.67 to 21.4mM. In this study,weused the top3

hit compounds (i.e., Ebselen [IC50 = 0.67 mM], Tideglusib [IC50 =

1.55 mM], and Carmofur [IC50 = 1.90 mM]) for the investigation of

ligand-target interactions. These compounds were docked to
the PDB: 7CWB and 7CWC structures and all-atom MD simula-

tions were performed for the top-docking poses. An induced fit

docking (IFD) approach was conducted to better account for

the flexibility of both of the ligands and the active site of the target

structures. These three compounds were also docked to struc-

tures with PDB: 6W63 and 6Y2E (cryogenic) for comparison.

MD simulations were performed using the same MD protocol

as performed for apo-form structures. Results showed that,

especially for apo-form dimer targets, Ebselen and Carmofur

are quite flexible at the bindingpocket throughout the simulations

and, in most cases, they do not form a stable complex structure

(FigureS23). Tideglusib has amore stable structure at thebinding

pocket of Mpro; however, its binding modes are different at the

different targets considered in this study (Figure 5).

Detailed MD simulations were performed for the stably bound

SARS-CoV-2 Mpro inhibitor Tideglusib. Tideglusib initially

docked to the binding pockets of dimeric Mpro structures

PDB: 6Y2E and 7CWC using an IFD approach. Top-docking

poses of these compounds were then used in all-atom MD sim-

ulations using the same MD protocols. While Tideglusib was

structurally very stable at the binding pocket of PDB: 7CWC dur-

ing the simulations, it was not so stable at the binding site of

PDB: 6Y2E (Figure 5A). Representative trajectory frames (i.e.,

the frame that has the lowest RMSD to the average structures)

were used in the comparison of binding modes (Figure 5B). Re-

sults showed that, while the binding mode of Tideglusib forms

hydrogen bonds and p-p stacking interactions with Glu166,

Gln189, and His172, respectively, at PDB: 7CWC its corre-

sponding binding mode at PDB: 6Y2E only forms van der Waals

type interactions with hydrophobic moieties. A timeline of pro-

tein-ligand contacts was visualized throughout the simulations

(Figure 5C). Results showed that Thr25, Leu27, Met49, Glu166,

and Gln189 form stable interactions with the ligand at PDB:

7CWC. However, corresponding interactions of the ligand at

the active site of PDB: 6Y2E were not stable (Figure S24). Ligand

interactions with protein residues that occur for more than 15%

of the simulation time are also presented (Figure 5D). Compari-

son of binding pocket volumes of PDB: 7CWC and cryogenic

Mpro structure (PDB; 6Y2E) shows that the latter has a bigger

average binding pocket volume (Figure S25). Average binding

pocket volumes were 174 and 142 Å3 for Tideglusib bound

PDB: 6Y2E and 7CWC structures, respectively. Corresponding

solvent-accessible surface area (SASA) values throughout the

MD simulations also support this result. The SASA, which is

the surface area of a molecule accessible by a water molecule

of PDB: 7CWC is smaller than PDB: 6Y2E (Figure S25).

For comparison of monomer forms of Mpro, we applied an IFD

protocol to predict the binding mode of Tideglusib at the binding

pocket of PDB: 6WQF and 7CWB. Carbonyl oxygens of the thia-

diazolidine ring of Tideglusib formed hydrogen bonds between

Asn142, Gly143, and Glu166 from their backbone atoms. The

naphthalene ring of the ligand formed a p-p stacking interaction

with the His41 in the PDB: 7CWB structure. A similar binding

mode of Tideglusib was observed when PDB: 6WQF was

used. However, in this binding mode, His41 and Gly143 are

found to be important. A backbone hydrogen bond was

observed between one of the carbonyl oxygens of the thiadiazo-

lidine ring and Gly143. His41 formed two p-p stacking interac-

tions between the benzyl and the naphthalene rings of Tideglusib
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Figure 5. Trajectory analyses of Tideglusib bound PDB: 7CWC and 6Y2E structures

(A) Conformational changes of Tideglusib at the binding pockets of PDB: 7CWC (left) and 6Y2E (right) throughout 200 ns MD simulations. In the color scale red-

white-blue, red depicts simulation starting time, blue depicts simulation end time, in ns.

(B–D) (B) Representative binding poses of Tideglusib at PDB: 7CWC (left) and 6Y2E (right). Residues are colored with amino acid types: red, negatively charged;

blue, positively charged; green, hydrophobic; cyan, hydrophilic. (C) Protein-ligand contacts throughout theMD simulations, PDB: 7CWC. The figure shows which

residues interact with the ligand in each trajectory frame. Some residues make more than one specific contact with the ligand, which is represented by a darker

shade of orange, according to the scale to the right of the plot. (D) 2D ligand interaction diagrams of Tideglusib, PDB: 7CWC (left) and 6Y2E (right).
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(Figures S26A and S26B). These two binding modes predicted

by IFD were used in 200 ns classical all-atom MD simulations.

Each Mpro-Tideglusib system is evaluated based on RMSD

changes from the average structure and we obtained represen-

tative structures from corresponding trajectories. In the repre-

sentative structure of the PDB: 7CWB-Tideglusib complex, we

observed van der Waals interactions between surrounding

residues: Thr25, His41, Cys44, Thr45, Ser46, Met49, Asn142,

Cys145, His163, His164, Met165, Glu166, and Gln189. In the

representative structure of the PDB: 6WQF-Tideglusib complex,

in addition to the similar van der Waals interactions, Asn142 and

Gln189 formed two hydrogen bonds with the carbonyl oxygens

of the thiadiazolidine ring from their backbone atoms (Figures

S26C and S26D). The alignment of the representative frames

from PDB: 6WQF and 7CWB yielded an RMSD value of 0.97 Å

(Figure S27).

Translational and rotational motions of Tideglusib were also

examined by trajectory analyses. Conformational spaces that

were explored by Tideglusib are given in Figure S28. We also

monitored the binding cavity volume throughout the MD simula-

tions in both complexes and obtained average values of 154 and

127 Å3 for Tideglusib bound PDB: 7CWB and 6WQF structures,

respectively (Figure S29). In the IFD poses, corresponding

binding cavity volumes were calculated as 251 and 238 Å3,

respectively. Decreased binding cavity volume during the MD
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simulations may be correlated with the unstable conformations

of Tideglusib in both structures. Overall, from theMD simulations

of Tideglusib with the monomer forms of Mpro, we observed

more stable conformations of Tideglusib at the binding pocket

of PDB: 6WQF compared with PDB: 7CWB.

DISCUSSION

SFXutilizesmicro-focused, ultrabright, and ultrafast X-ray pulses

to probe small crystals in a serial fashion. Structural information is

obtained from individual snapshots, capturing Bragg diffraction

of single crystals in random orientations (Martin-Garcia et al.,

2016). The main advantages of SFX over its counterparts are

the capability of working with micron- to nanometer-sized crys-

tals, which does not necessitate lengthy and laborious crystal

growth optimization steps and enables working with multiple

crystal forms and space groups. It enables obtaining high-resolu-

tion structures of SARS-CoV-2 Mpro at physiologically meaning-

ful temperature and has confirmed the dynamic regions of the

active site. SFX offers great potential and provides critical infor-

mation for future high-throughput structural drug screening and

computational modeling studies with sensitivity to dynamics, re-

sulting in production of detailed structural information.

SARS-CoV-2 Mpro catalyzes the precise cleavage events

responsible for activation of viral replication and the expression
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of structural proteins (Jin et al., 2020). This has been the focus of

several structural and biochemical studies, many of which have

been performed at cryogenic temperatures, aiming to provide

better understanding of the active site dynamics and reveal an

inhibitor that affects the enzyme based on structural information.

In our study, two crystal forms of Mpro, native and modified,

were determined at ambient temperature with resolutions of

1.9 and 2.1 Å, respectively. The two produced crystal forms

are optimal for co-crystallization and soaking, respectively. Co-

crystallization experiments provide efficient interaction in the

binding pocket as both drug and protein are stabilized before

the formation of crystals. Due to the close crystal lattice con-

tacts, co-crystallization should be the preferred method for

larger molecules against the native form of Mpro in the space

group C121. However, there are numerous successful soaking

experiments with small non-covalent fragments (Douangamath

et al., 2020). Residues at the N terminus of Mpro play a critical

role in crystal packing. Elimination of theH-bonding network pro-

duced orthorhombic crystals in the P212121 space group yielding

awider binding pocket, increasing the probability of capturing an

expanded number of protein-drug complexes by soaking. Ob-

taining two different crystal forms helped eliminate the artifacts

introduced by specific lattice packing restraints of each crystal

form and thereby increased the quality of the MD analysis. How-

ever, the presence of four additional residues at the N terminus

could hinder soaking or co-crystallization efforts given that

�200 ligand-bound structures of Mpro have been reported

(Douangamath et al., 2020).

The high-resolution Mpro SFX structures presented here in

two different crystal forms collectively revealed the intrinsic plas-

ticity and dynamics around the enzyme’s active site. Due to the

anionic nature of Cys145, it seems challenging to design mole-

cules that interact with the active site only through non-covalent

bonds as it has a flexible region (Chang, 2010). These findings

provide a structural basis for and are consistent with studies

claiming that the majority of inhibitors form covalent bonds

with the active site of Mpro through Cys145 (Figures S5.4–

S5.37). In particular, unlike that suggested by some studies, Eb-

selen does not form a stable complex structure (Jin et al., 2020;

Sies and Parnham, 2020; Menéndez et al., 2020; Zmudzinski

et al., 2020; Weglarz-Tomczak et al., 2021), (Figure S30). The

Cys145 residue is a key amino acid for catalytic activity, on the

other hand the coordinatedW5molecule, regulating the catalytic

reaction via triple hydrogen bonding interactions with His164

and Asp187, which stabilizes the positive charge of the His41

residue (Kneller et al., 2020). The active site residue conforma-

tions of SFX structures are consistent with previous ambient-

temperature structures (PDB: 6WQF) (Figures 2C and 2D).

N-terminal loop residue Gln189 from domain III contributes

to the stability of the potential inhibitors (Dai et al., 2020; Knel-

ler et al., 2020) and, along with Asn142 and Ser46, is the

active site residue forming the flank of the cavity (Figure 6).

In a recent study, Asn142 and Gln189 have been indicated

to interact with 11a (N-[(1S)-1-(cyclohexylmethyl)-2-[[(1S)-1-

formyl-2-[(3S)-2-oxo-3- pyrrolidinyl]ethyl]amino]-2-oxoethyl]-

1H-indole-2-carboxamide) and 11b (N-[(1S)-1-[(3-fluoro phe

nyl)methyl]-2-[[(1S)-1-formyl-2-[ (3S)-2-oxo-3-pyrrolidinyl]ethyl

]amino]-2-oxoethyl]-1H- indole-2-carboxamide) inhibitors that

have proven in vitro effectiveness (Dai et al., 2020); along with
these amino acids, Thr24 makes van der Waals interaction

with the N3 inhibitor, and Ser46 undergoes conformational

changes in the presence of this inhibitor (Jin et al., 2020)

(PDB: 6LU7). N3 bound Mpro through Leu50 gives different

side-chain conformations with SFX according to the PDB:

6WQF structure (Kneller et al., 2020) (Figure 2B). There were

differences in the crystallization conditions between the SFX

and PDB: 6WQF studies, the former making use of charge ef-

fects and the latter molecular crowding. Kneller et al. (2020)

elegantly presented the major differences between cryogenic

and ambient-temperature Mpro structures. The SFX study is

eliminating potential artifacts to examine crucial amino acids

at the atomic level, especially in terms of catalytic and inhib-

itor binding sites. An example of this is the decarboxylation

of acidic residues, something frequently encountered at high

X-ray doses (Figures S6–S8) (Martin-Garcia et al., 2016;

Johansson et al., 2017). These two high-resolution SFX struc-

tures in different space groups reveal alternate active site res-

idue conformations, intra- and inter-domain networks, and

their dynamics at the atomic level. This information provides

a better understanding of structural allosteric transitions of

Mpro interacting with the inhibitors (Figures 5 and S23–S30).

Therefore, considering the importance of the required sensi-

tivity in drug design or the use of natural compounds in the

studies, these active site residue conformations reveal the

critical importance of our study more clearly.

There are many in silico docking studies performed based on

cryogenic Mpro protein structures of SARS-CoV-2 (Dai et al.,

2020; Pillaiyar et al., 2016; Jin et al., 2020; Ton et al., 2020; Dur-

dagi et al., 2020). Although potent antiviral drug candidates have

been identified and several vaccines are on the market, a desir-

able final cure has not yet been found. Having access to the alter-

native ambient-temperature structures of Mpro and observed

conformational changes on active site residues will be a signifi-

cant boon for the development of therapeutics by providing

robust models for computational studies and a better under-

standing of ligand and inhibitor binding. At this point, our work

has two original aspects. Firstly, we used a comprehensive plat-

form, SFX, which helps to deeply understand the complexity of

SARS-CoV-2 and the structural dynamics of the target protein

Mpro at near-physiological temperatures. Secondly, we deter-

mined two high-resolution SFX structures of SARS-CoV-2

Mpro in two different space groups due to an upgraded high-

throughput data collection setup offered by the MFX instrument

of the LCLS-II.

A grave issue with antiviral drug research is the variability of

the target proteins, as the mutations and modifications may

render the found drugs ineffective (Dinesh et al., 2019). For this

reason, working with a protein whose biochemical properties

are conserved over time and carries significant importance

among different strains. Evolutionarily, viruses bypass the host

immune system by mimicking the proteins involved in the func-

tioning of the host organism. For instance, the cytomegalovirus

can mimic a common host protein to hijack normal cell growth

machinery or the human immunodeficiency virus can mimic a

high percentage of human T cell receptors (Root-Bernstein,

2017; Robertson, 2003). SARS-CoV-2 virus contains the PLpro

enzyme, which is highly similar to the deubiquitinating enzymes

as ubiquitin-specific proteases 7 and 14 (USP7, USP14) in
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Figure 6. Different monoclinic crystal forms of the SARS-CoV-2 Mpro with catalytic site cavities

(A) C121 SFX, (B) PDB: 6WQF, and (C) 6Y2E, respectively. Water molecules in the catalytic cavity are shown with red spheres. The catalytic residue (Cys145) is

highlighted in green and the flank cavity residues (Asn142, Ser46, Gln189) are highlighted in purple in the catalytic cavity of each crystal formC121 SFX (D), 6WQF

(E), and 6Y2E (F), respectively. The distance between C (Asn142 Cg-Ser46 Cb-Gln189 Cd) atoms of flank cavity residues is shown as a dashed line. All distances

are given in Å.
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human metabolism, which potentially pose the risk of interfering

host metabolic pathways (Ratia et al., 2014). In addition, the

spike protein, one of the other targeted proteins, has a higher

mutation rate (Jia et al., 2020), and it includes a similar restriction

site with epithelial channel protein (Anand et al., 2020). Besides,

inhibitors that target the spike protein provide a more effective

solution before the host cell is infected by the virus. As there is

no Mpro homolog in the human genome, targeting this protease

is therefore highly attractive due to reduced cross-reactivity and

side effects, making it an ideal candidate for drug therapy (Goyal

and Goyal, 2020) In contrast, covalent inhibitors may show

cross-reactivity with human enzymes and are therefore less

appealing as drug candidates.

Drug repurposing has been the preferred area of research in

the insufficiency of time and resources in emergency cases,

such as a novel pandemic; however, its impact on COVID-19 is

debatable (e.g., remdesivir, hydroxychloroquine) (Beigel et al.,

2020; Ip et al., 2021). Knowing the beneficial and detrimental ef-
1392 Structure 29, 1382–1396, December 2, 2021
fects of targeted drugs, along with well-established precautions,

will help with time limitations. This procedure has emerged as a

fundamental and very strategic approach, not only for prospec-

tive cohort design but also for many types of clinical trials. In

particular, cross-sectional studies which require a large data

pool, would benefit, as repurposed molecules have well-defined

profiles and would not require prolonged pre-clinical studies.

Hence, these molecules could be potential candidates to

consider in the case of disease emergencies or outbreaks (Su

and Sanger, 2017; Cavalla, 2013; Choo et al., 2019; Aguila and

Cua, 2020). Considering all of this, adopting a drug-repurposing

approach and using the known inhibitors Ebselen, Tideglusib,

and Carmofur to carry out Mpro-based in silico molecular dock-

ing, MD simulations and post-MD analyses make our hybrid

approach more specific for subsequent future studies. Our

structural active site dynamics data further provide the nearest

physiological template for future structure-based drug design

and development of new Mpro inhibitors.
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Limitations of the study
SARS-CoV-2 Mpro microcrystals transported to the LCLS for

SFX data collection by non-temperature-controlled air cargo,

which could negatively impact the diffraction quality of the

crystals.
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STAR+METHODS
KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Chemicals and recombinant proteins

Tris Sigma-Aldrich Cat#93362

Triton X-100 Sigma-Aldrich Cat#T9284

Ni-NTA Agarose resin QIAGEN

PreScission Genscript Cat#Z02799

Thrombin Protease Cytiva Cat#27-0846-01

Terasaki Plate Greiner Bio Cat#654 102

Pact Premier Molecular Dimensions Cat#MD1-29

Pure Cotton Ipek N/A

Deposited data

Monoclinic structure of Mpro at ambient

temperature

This Paper PDB ID:7CWB

Orthorhombic structure of Mpro at ambient

temperature

This Paper PDB ID:7CWC

Structure of COVID-19 main protease

bound to potent broad-spectrum

non-covalent inhibitor X77

PDB Database PDB ID:6W63

Structural Plasticity of the SARS-CoV-2

3CL Mpro Active Site Cavity Revealed by

Room Temperature X-ray Crystallography

Kneller et al., 2020 PDB ID:6WQF

THE 1.28A CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF 3CL

MAINPRO OF SARS-COV-2 WITH

OXIDIZED C145 (sulfinic acid cysteine)

PDB Database PDB ID:6XKH

Crystal structure of the free enzyme of the

SARS-CoV-2 (2019-nCoV) main protease

Zhang et al., 2020a, 2020b PDB ID:6Y2E

The crystal structure of COVID-19 main

protease in complex with an inhibitor N3

Jin et al., 2020 PDB ID:6LU7

Experimental models: Cell lines

Rosetta 2(DE3) Sigma-Aldrich Cat#71400-M

E.coli BL21 (DE3) Sigma-Aldrich Cat#69450-M

Recombinant DNA

pET28a(+)_Construct-1 Genscript N/A

pET28a(+)_Construct-2 Genscript N/A

Software and algorithms

PSOCAKE (Damiani et al., 2016) https://github.com/lcls-psana/psocake

CHEETAH (Barty et al., 2014) https://github.com/biochem-fan/cheetah

CrystFEL (White et al., 2012) https://github.com/biochem-fan/CrystFEL

CCP4 (Winn et al., 2011) https://www.ccp4.ac.uk/

Structure Refinement: PHENIX (Adams et al., 2010) http://www.phenix-online.org/

Structure Modelling: COOT (Emsley and Cowtan, 2004) https://www.ccp4.ac.uk/

PyMOL Schrödinger, LLC https://pymol.org/2/

Maestro molecular modeling program (Madhavi Sastry et al., 2013) https://www.schrodinger.com/products/

maestro

PROPKA (Bas et al., 2008) https://pypi.org/project/propka/

R (Bio3D package) (Grant et al., 2006; Yao and Grant, 2013) https://www.r-project.org/
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Dr. Hasan

DeMirci (hdemirci@ku.edu.tr)

Materials availability
Any unique reagents/materials used in this study are available from the lead contact with a completedMaterials Transfer Agreement.

Data and code availability
The 3D electron density map of SARS-CoV-2 Main protease has been deposited in the ProteinDataBank under accession numbers

7CWB, 7CWC. This paper does not report original code. Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported is avail-

able from the lead contact upon request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

SARS-CoV-2 Main protease contains pET28a(+) transformed and cultured for protein expression in E.coli BL21 (DE3) cells. Growing

of transformed cells was performed in LB with appropriate antibiotics at 37�C, overnight. OD600 was determined as 0.6 for induction

of protein expression by addition of 0.4 mM IPTG and cells were cultured between 1-7 days at 18�C.

METHOD DETAILS

Gene construct design and cloning
Construct-1 with Native N- & C-terminals

The published Severe Acute Respiratory SyndromeCoronaVirus-2main protease (SARS-CoV-2Mpro) crystal structure revealed that

the N-terminal serine residue is involved in the critical C121 space group crystal lattice contact (5)(PDB ID: 6LU7). We designed the

native Mpro construct with the following amino acid sequence to obtain the native enzyme with no modifications at the N- & C-ter-

minal ends. MSAVLQ(native_Mpro_cleavage_site)SGFRKMAFPSGKVEGCMVQVTCGTTTLNGLWLDDVVYCPRHVICTSEDMLNP

NYEDLLIRKSNHNFLVQAGNVQLRVIGHSMQNCVLKLKVDTANPKTPKYKFVRIQPGQTFSVLACYNGSPSGVYQCAMRPNFTIKGSFL

NGSCGSVGFNIDYDCVSFCYMHHMELPTGVHAGTDLEGNFYGPFVDRQTAQAAGTDTTITVNVLAWLYAAVINGDRWFLNRFTTTLND

FNLVAMKYNYEPLTQDHVDILGPLSAQTGIAVLDMCASLKELLQNGMNGRTILGSALLEDEFTPFDVVRQCSGVTFQ(PreScission_pro-

tease_cleavage_site)GPHHHHHH* (* is stop). The corresponding gene was synthesized by Genscript, USA and cloned into

pET28a(+) bacterial vector by using NdeI and BamHI restriction cleavage sites at 5’ and 3’ ends respectively. N-terminal canonical

SARS-CoV-2 Mpro autocleavage cut site is indicated by green and purple which generated the native N-terminus. C-terminus had

the PreScisionTM restriction site shown in red which is used to generate the native C-terminus after Ni-NTA hexa-histidine affinity

purification chromatography. In-frame hexa-histidine tag and stop codon were shown in blue color.

Construct-2 with modified N-terminus and native C-terminus

To eliminate the critical N-terminus crystal contact to obtain a new apo crystal form we designed the modified Mpro construct with

the following amino acid sequence inserted in th E. coli vector pET28a(+) MGSSHHHHHHSSGLVPR(thrombin_cleavage_site)

GSHMSGFRKMAFPSGKVEGCMVQVTCGTTTLNGLWLDDVVYCPRHVICTSEDMLNPNYEDLLIRKSNHNFLVQAGNVQLRVIGHSMQ

NCVLKLKVDTANPKTPKYKFVRIQPGQTFSVLACYNGSPSGVYQCAMRPNFTIKGSFLNGSCGSVGFNIDYDCVSFCYMHHMELPTGV

HAGTDLEGNFYGPFVDRQTAQAAGTDTTITVNVLAWLYAAVINGDRWFLNRFTTTLNDFNLVAMKYNYEPLTQDHVDILGPLSAQTGIAV

LDMCASLKELLQNGMNGRTILGSALLEDEFTPFDVVRQCSGVTFQ* (* is stop). The gene was synthesized by Genscript, USA and

cloned into pET28a(+) bacterial overexpression vector by using NdeI and BamHI restriction sites at 5’ and 3’ ends respectively. N-ter-

minal hexa-histidine tag (labeled in purple) and modified SARS-CoV-2 Mpro thrombin cleavage site which is part of the pET28a(+)

vector were indicated blue sequence which generated the modified N-terminus with four extra residues as follows (GSHM) shown

in blue and underlined. C-terminus had the in-frame stop codon that was used to generate the native C-terminus by ribosome during

bacterial overexpression shown in green asterisk.

Protein expression

Both constructs were transformed into E. coli BL21 Rosetta-2 strain. 12 liters of six independent bacterial cell cultures contain-

ing target Mpro protein genes were grown in either regular LB-Miller media or Terrific Broth (TB) supplemented with 35 mg/ml

chloramphenicol and 50 ml/ml kanamycin at 37�C. Cultures were incubated by using New Brunswick Innova 4430R shaker at

110 rpm until they reached OD600 about 0.8-1.2 for each culture. Recombinant protein expression was induced by Isopropyl

b-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) with a final concentration of 0.4 mM. Incubation for protein production was performed at

18�C for minimum of 24 hours and maximum of 7 days. Cells were harvested at 4�C by using Beckman Allegra 15R desktop

centrifuge at 3500 rpm for 20 minutes. Protein expression was confirmed by precast TGX-mini protean gradient SDS-PAGE

from BioRad.
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Protein purification
Standard chromatography purification methods were applied to both constructs with slight modifications as described below. Sol-

uble Mpro proteins were purified by first dissolving the bacterial cells in the lysis buffer containing 50 mM Tris pH 7.5, 300 mM NaCl,

5% v/v Glycerol supplemented with 0.01% Triton X-100 followed by sonication (Branson W250 sonifier, USA). After sonication step,

cell lysate was centrifuged by using The BeckmanOptima� L-80 XPUltracentrifuge at 40000 rpm for 30minutes at 4�C by using Ti45

rotor (Beckman, USA). After ultracentrifugation, the pellet which containedmembranes and insoluble debris was discarded and clear

supernatant applied to nickel affinity chromatography by using a Ni-NTA agarose resin (QIAGEN, USA). To purify the Mpro protein,

first the chromatography column was equilibrated by flowing 3 column volume of the loading buffer containing 20 mM Tris-HAc pH

7.5, 5 mM Imidazole, 150 mM NaCl. After equilibration, the supernatant containing the overexpressed Mpro protein was loaded into

the Ni-NTA agarose column at 2 ml/minute flow rate. Unbound proteins were removed by washing with 5 column volumes of the

loading buffer to clear the non-specific binding. After washing, hexa-histidine tagged Mpro proteins were eluted from the column

with the elution buffer containing 20 mM Tris-HAc pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 250 mM Imidazole in 35 ml of total volume. After elution,

purified protein was placed in a 3 kDa cut off dialysis membrane and dialyzed against the buffer containing 20 mM Tris-HAc pH

7.5, 150 mM NaCl overnight to get rid of the excess Imidazole. After the dialysis step, we applied 1:100 stoichiometric molar ratio

3C protease (PreScission protease, GenScript, USA) to cleave the C-terminal hexa-histidine tag of construct-1 with native N- & C-ter-

minals. For construct-2 with modified N-terminus we used thrombin protease (Sigma, USA) to get rid of the N-terminal hexa-histidine

tag. Both PreCision and thrombin cleavage have been performed overnight at 4�C. In the final purification step, to remove the cleaved

hexa-histidine tag and other non-specific binding proteins we applied the solution to reverse Ni-NTA chromatography and collected

the unbound fractions containing the untagged Mpro protein. The pure Mpro was concentrated by ultrafiltration columns from Milli-

pore to a final concentration of 25 mg/ml and added 1 mM final concentration of DTT and stored at -80�C until crystallization trials.

Crystallization of Mpro protein for SFX crystallography at XFEL
For initial crystallization screening, we employed sitting-drop microbatch under oil screening method by using 72 well Terasaki crys-

tallization plates (Greiner-Bio, Germany). Purified Mpro protein at 25 mg/ml mixed with 1:1 volumetric ratio with�3500 commercially

available sparse matrix crystallization screening conditions. The sitting drop solutions were then covered with 20 ml of 100% paraffin

oil (Tekkim Kimya, Turkey). All the crystallization experiments were performed at ambient-temperature. For our native construct-1 we

were able to obtain multiple hit conditions and among them the best crystals were obtained at Pact PremierTM crystallization screen 1

condition #39 fromMolecular Dimensions, UK. The best crystallization condition has contained 100mMMMTbuffer pH 6.0 and 25%

w/v PEG 1500 [MMT buffer; DL-Malic acid, 4-Morpholine Ethane Sulfonic acid (MES) monohydrate, 2-Amino-2-(hydroxymethyl)-1,3-

propanediol (TRIS)-HCl]. For the modified construct only one crystallization condition yields the macrocrystals. After multiple opti-

mization of the seeding protocol by using crystals obtained by microbatch under oil, we scaled up the batch crystallization volume

to a total of 14 ml for native construct-1 and total volume of 50 ml for modified construct-2. Microcrystals 1-53 5-103 10-20 mm3 in

size were passed through 100micron plastic mesh filters (Millipore, USA) in the samemother liquor composition to eliminate the large

single crystals and other impurities before the data collection. Crystal concentration was approximated to be 1010-1011 particles per

ml based on light microscopy. Due to COVID19 travel restrictions none of the initial crystals or the batched crystalline slurry were able

to be pretested for their diffraction quality before the scheduled XFEL beamtime.

Transport of Mpro microcrystal for SFX studies at MFX instrument at the LCLS
1.9 ml total volume of crystal slurry was transferred to 2 ml screw top cryovial (Wuxi NEST biotechnology, China cat#607001). To

absorb themechanical shocks during transport from Istanbul toMenlo Park, CA these vials were wrapped loosely by Kimwipes (Kim-

berly-Clark, USA) and placed in 20 ml screw top glass vials and tightly closed to provide insulation during transport via air. The vials

were wrapped with excess amounts of cotton (Ipek, Turkey) and placed in a ZiplocTM bag (SC Johnson, USA) to provide both an

added layer of insulation and mechanical shock absorption. The ZiplocTM bags were placed in a styrofoam box that was padded

with�1 kg of cotton to providemore insulation andmechanical shock absorption during the transport. The styrofoamboxwas sealed

and wrapped with an additional layer of 1 cm thick loose cotton layer and duck taped all around to further insulate the delicate Mpro

crystals during ambient-temperature transport. All these packingmaterials and techniques provided uswith crystals diffracting to 1.9

Å - 2.1 Å resolution as described below.

MESH sample injection for Mpro crystals
The 1.6 ml sample reservoir was loaded with Mpro crystal slurry in their unaltered mother liquor as described above. We used

standard Microfluidic Electrokinetic Sample Holder (MESH) (Sierra et al., 2012, 2016) injector for our sample injection. The sample

capillary was a 200 mm ID 3 360 mm OD 3 1.0 m long fused silica capillary. The applied voltage on the sample liquid was typically

2500-3000 V, and the counter electrode was grounded. The sample flow rate was typically between 2.5 and 8 ml/min.

Data collection and analysis for SFX studies at LCLS
The SFX experiments with native Mpro microcrystals were carried out at the LCLS beamtime ID: mfx17318 at the SLAC National

Accelerator Laboratory (Menlo Park, CA) at ambient temperature. The LCLS X-ray beamwith a vertically polarized pulsewith duration

of 30 fs was focused using compound refractive beryllium lenses to a beam size of�63 6 mm full width at half maximum (FWHM) at a

pulse energy of 0.8 mJ, a photon energy of 9.8 keV (1.25 Å) and a repetition rate of 120 Hz. OM monitor (Mariani et al., 2016) and
Structure 29, 1382–1396.e1–e6, December 2, 2021 e3
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PSOCAKE (Damiani et al., 2016; Thayer et al., 2017) were used to monitor crystal hit rates, analyze the gain switching modes and

determine the initial diffraction geometry of the new ePix10k2M detector (van Driel et al., 2020). A total of 1,163,413 detector frames

were collected in 2h47m7s continuously with the new from native (construct-1) Mpro microcrystals. A total of 686,808 detector

frames were collected in 1h36m20s continuously with the new ePix10k2M Pixel Array Detector frommodified (construct-2) Mpro mi-

crocrystals. The total beamtime needed for native (construct-1) and modified (construct-2) datasets were 2h59m17s and 1h50m59s

respectively. The MFX beamline equipped with the new ePix10k 2M detector that was operated in dynamic gain mode and MESH

injector system has no blockages during the data collection. Individual diffraction pattern hits were defined as frames containing

more than 30 Bragg peaks with a minimum signal-to-noise ratio larger than 4.5, which were a total of 208,839 and 214,355 images

for native and modified respectively. The detector distance was set to 118 mm, with an achievable resolution of 2.1 Å at the edge of

the detector (1.64 Å in the corner). An example diffraction pattern is shown in Figure S1.

Data processing; hit finding, indexing and scaling
The diffraction patterns were collected at the MFX instrument at the LCLS using the ePix10k2M detector (van Driel et al., 2020). The

raw data images were subjected to detector corrections with CHEETAH (Barty et al., 2014), as well as for hit finding based on Bragg

reflections. The hit finding parameters for all datasets classifying a hit were as follows (using peakfinder8): a minimum pixel count of 2

above an adc-threshold of 500 with a minimum signal to noise ratio of 7 was considered a peak, and an image containing at least 20

peaks was classified as a crystal hit. The crystal hits were then indexed using the software package CrystFEL (White et al., 2012;

White, 2019) version 9.0 (10White et al., 2020) using the peaks found by CHEETAH. Indexing was attempted using the indexing al-

gorithms from XGANDALF (Gevorkov et al., 2019),DIRAX (Duisenberg, 1992),MOSFLM (Powell et al., 2013) and XDS (Kabsch, 2010)

in this order. After an approximate cell was found, the data was indexed using cell axis tolerances of 5 Å and angle tolerances of 5�

(–tolerance option in CrystFEL). The integration radii were set to 2, 3, 5 and the ‘‘multi’’ option was switched on to enable indexing of

multiple crystal lattices in a single image. The indexed reflections were subsequently integrated and merged using PARTIALATOR

(White et al., 2016) applying the unity model over 3 iterations and the max-ADU set to 7500. The complete reflection intensity list

from CrystFEL was then scaled and cut using the TRUNCATE program from the CCP4 suite (Winn et al., 2011) prior to further

processing.

For the nativeMpro protein crystals the final set of indexed patterns, containing 168,655 frames (80.7% indexing rate), wasmerged

into a final dataset (Overall CC* = 0.999; 1.8 Å cutoff) for further analysis (C121, unit cell: a = 114.0 Å, b = 53.5 Å, c = 45.0 Å; a = 90�, b =
102�, g = 90�). The final resolution cutoff was estimated to be 1.9 Å using a combination of CC* (Karplus and Diederichs, 2012) and

other refinement parameters. The final dataset had overall Rsplit = 6.31%, and CC* = 0.865 in the highest resolution shell. For the

N-terminally modified Mpro protein crystals the final set of indexed patterns, containing 157,976 frames (73.6% indexing rate),

was merged into a final dataset (Overall CC* = 0.999; 2.1 Å cutoff) for further analysis (P212121, unit cell: a = 69.2 Å, b = 104.3 Å,

c = 105.6 Å; a = b = g = 90�). The final resolution cutoff was estimated to be 2.1 Å using a combination of CC* and other refinement

parameters. The final dataset had overall Rsplit = 5.91%, and CC* = 0.678 in the highest resolution shell.

Structure determination and refinement of Apo Mpro structures
We determined two ambient-temperature Mpro structures by using two crystal forms in space group C121 and P212121 structures

using the automatedmolecular replacement programPHASER (McCoy et al., 2007) implemented inPHENIX (Adams et al., 2010) with

the previously published ambient-temperature structure as a searchmodel (Kneller et al., 2020) (PDB ID: 6WQF). This choice of start-

ing search model minimized experimental temperature variations between the two structures. Coordinates of the 6WQF were used

for initial rigid body refinement with the PHENIX software package. After simulated-annealing refinement, individual coordinates and

TLS parameters were refine(d. We also performed composite omit map refinement implemented in PHENIX to identify potential po-

sitions of altered side chains and water molecules were checked in program COOT (Emsley and Cowtan, 2004), and positions with

strong difference density were retained. Water molecules located outside of significant electron density weremanually removed. The

Ramachandran statistics for native monoclinic Mpro structure (PDB ID: 7CWB) (most favored / additionally allowed / disallowed)

were 96.7 / 3.0 / 0.3% respectively. Ramachandran statistics for orthorhombic Mpro structure (PDB ID: 7CWC) (most favored / addi-

tionally allowed / disallowed) were 96.5 / 2.4 / 0.1 % respectively. The structure refinement statistics are summarized in Table S1.

Structure alignments were performed using the alignment algorithm of PyMOL (www.schrodinger.com/pymol) with the default 2s

rejection criterion and five iterative alignment cycles. All X-ray crystal structure figures were generated with PyMOL.

Temperature factor analysis and generation of ellipsoids
The two ambient-temperature Mpro in space group C121 and P212121 were examined to generate ellipsoid structures based on b-

factor with PyMOL and these two structures were compared with the Mpro structures at 100 K (PDB ID: 6XKH) to provide better un-

derstanding on the flexibility of atoms, side chains and domains. The all ellipsoid structures were colored with rainbow selection

on PyMOL.

Molecular modeling studies
We have used different crystal structures of Mpro available in literature as well as the obtained crystal structures in this study

(PDB IDs: 7CWB and 7CWC) as target structures for molecular docking and MD simulations. The biologically-relevant dimeric

form of 7CWB was generated by application of a symmetry operator. As the crystal structures in this study were obtained at
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ambient-temperature, for comparison another ambient-temperature structure ofMpro (PDB ID: 6WQF) in apo formwas also selected

as target structure. Another apo form structure of Mpro (PDB ID: 6Y2E) in dimeric formwas also chosen for comparison. Additionally,

Mpro structure bound to a non-covalent inhibitor (PDB ID: 6W63) in both monomeric and dimeric forms was utilized as target struc-

ture. For ligands, we have considered three compounds that have shown promising inhibitory activity based on the high-throughput

screening of around 10.000 compounds by Jin et al., namely; Ebselen (IC50 = 0.67 ± 0.09 mM), Tideglusib (IC50 = 1.55 ± 0.30 mM) and

Carmofur (IC50 = 1.82 ± 0.06 mM) (Jin et al., 2020).

All the target structures considered in this study were firstly prepared using Protein Preparation module of Maestro molecular

modeling program in which missing atoms were added, water molecules not in the vicinity of co-crystallized ligands were removed

and bond orders were assigned ( Madhavi Sastry et al., 2013). The protonation states of amino acids at physiological pH were

adjusted using PROPKA (Bas et al., 2008) to optimize the hydrogen binding and charge interactions. As a final step of preparation,

a restrained minimization was performed with OPLS3e force field parameters (Harder et al., 2016).

The structures of three compounds were taken from PubChem; Ebselen (PubChem ID, 3194), Tideglusib (PubChem ID: 11313622)

and Carmofur (PubChem ID: 2577). The compounds also needed preparation hence, LigPrep module (Schrödinger Release 2018-4,

2018) ofMaestromolecular modeling packagewas employedwith OPLS3e force field parameters (Harder et al., 2016). The ionization

states of the molecules were predicted by Epik module (Shelley et al., 2007) at physiological pH of 7.4.

The prepared target protein and ligand structures were used for molecular docking studies. We have employed a grid-based dock-

ing method, Induced Fit Docking (IFD) protocol of Maestro (Sherman et al., 2006) which uses Glide (Friesner et al., 2004, 2006; Halg-

ren et al., 2004) and Prime (Jacobson et al., 2004) to induce adjustments in receptor structures with flexible ligand sampling options.

For target structures in apo form (structures with PDB IDs: 7CWB, 7CWC, 6WQF and 6Y2E), binding sites for docking studies were

defined by centering grids at the centroid of a set of residues, namely His41, Cys145 and Glu166. On the other hand, for target struc-

tures in holo form (structures with PDB ID: 6W63 bothmonomeric and dimeric form) binding sites were defined by centering the grids

at the centroid of the co-crystallized ligandmolecule. In the dimeric form ofMpro, only one chain was considered for docking studies.

IFD protocol involves subsequent phases, including (i) initial docking of the compounds with the rigid receptor in which 20 poses per

ligand are retained; (ii) refining the residues (within 5 Å of the ligand) in complex using Prime module (Jacobson et al., 2004), and (iii)

redocking of each protein/ligand complex structure within 30 kcal/mol of the lowest-energy structure and within the top 20 structures

overall. During Glide redocking, standard precision (SP) option was chosen. The docking poses were scored and ranked based on

GlideScore and poses with the lowest scores, i.e. top-docking poses were selected for further studies at each target protein.

The selected docking poses at each considered target structure of Mpro with the three compounds were subjected to MD studies.

The apo form structures obtained in this studywere also subjected toMD simulations. For comparison reasons,MD simulations were

also performed for the holo form structure (PDB ID: 6W63) with its co-crystallized ligand, X77. The target protein-ligand complexes

were placed in simulation boxes with orthorhombic shape in which box sizes were calculated based on buffer distance of 10.0 Å

along all three dimensions and solvated with explicit water molecules of SPC (Berendsen et al., 1987) model. The simulation systems

were neutralized by the addition of counter ions (Na+ or Cl� depending on the charge of the systems) and 0.15 M NaCl solution was

added to adjust concentration of the solvent systems. All atom MD simulations package Desmond (Bowers et al., 2006) was em-

ployed. Proceeding the production MD simulations, the systems were equilibrated using relaxation protocols of Desmond package

in which a series of minimizations and short MD simulations which were performed with small time-steps at lower temperature and

restrains on the non-hydrogen solute atoms in the initial stages and slowly time-steps were increased as well as simulation temper-

ature and restrains on solute atoms were released. The production simulations were performed under constant pressure and tem-

perature conditions, i.e. NPT ensemble. Temperature was set as 310 K while being controlled by Nose–Hoover thermostat (Nosé,

1984; Hoover, 1985). The pressure was set as atmospheric pressure of 1.01325 bar with isotropic pressure coupling and controlled

by Martyna–Tobias–Klein barostat (Martyna et al., 1994). Smooth particle mesh Ewald method (Essmann et al., 1995) was utilized to

calculate long range electrostatic interactions with periodic boundary conditions (PBC). For short range electrostatics and Lennard-

Jones interactions, the cut-off distance was set as 9.0 Å. The multi-step integrator RESPA was employed in which the time steps

were varied for interaction types as followed in fs for: bonded, 2.0; near 2.0 and far 6.0.

Principal components analysis (PCA), a statistical data processing method, were performed to reduce the large-dimensional data

by extracting large amplitudemotions onto collective sets. A covariancematrix were generated fromMD trajectory data for backbone

atoms of protein structures as follow.

COVi;j = Cðri � CriDÞðrj � CrjDÞD for i; j = 1;2;3;.3N

Here, i and j represent the backbone atom number, i.e. residue numbers of proteins while N is the number of backbone atoms

considered in analysis. The Cartesian coordinates of atoms were denoted by and for ith and jth atom, respectively with and repre-

senting the time-averaged values over MD simulations. By diagonalization of covariancematrix, a collection of eigenvectors and cor-

responding eigenvalues were obtained. The eigenvectors of the diagonalized matrix were referred to as principal components (PCs)

and constitute a linear basis set that matched the distribution of observed structures. The corresponding eigenvalues of the diago-

nalized matrix display the variance of the distribution along each PCs. In this study, we have utilized the Bio3D package (Grant et al.,

2006; Yao and Grant, 2013), a platform independent R package to perform PCA for considered simulation systems. The trajectories

obtained from independent MD simulations were concatenated and frames were aligned with respect to the initial (reference) frame

before PCA.
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The correlation of atomic displacements was evaluated by cross-correlation analysis to appreciate the coupling of motions. The

magnitudes of all pairwise cross-correlation coefficients were investigated to assess the extent of atomic displacement correlations

for each simulation system in principal component space. The normalized covariancematrix of atomic fluctuations was calculated as

Ci;j =
CRi,RjD

CR2
i D

1=2CR2
j D

1=2

where and are the displacements of residues i and j, i.e., mean square atomic fluctuations. The values of varies between -1 to 1 with

representing completely correlated motions (same period and same phase), representing completely anticorrelated motions (same

period and opposite phase) while 0 value indicates motions are uncorrelated (Ichiye and Karplus, 1991; McCammon and Harvey,

1987) Bio3D package (Grant et al., 2006; Yao and Grant, 2013) in R environment was employed to generate atom-wise cross-cor-

relations of motions observed in PCs 1 to 3 and dynamical cross-correlation map, or DCCM were generated and displayed as a

graphical representation of cross-correlation coefficients.

Interface analysis
Interface analysis of crystal structures and MD trajectories were carried out with the GetContacts PYTHON scripts (https://

getcontacts.github.io/). Two different approaches were followed, in the first one only hydrogen bonds at the dimerization interface

were taken into account, and in the second approach all possible interactions, namely; salt bridges, pi-cation, pi-pi stacking, T-stack-

ing, van der Waals (vdW), and hydrogen bonds were calculated. If the distance between the acceptor and the donor atoms is <3.5 Å

and the angle <70� hydrogen bond is defined between atom groups. Salt bridges were defined between atoms of negatively charged

[ASP (OD1, OD2) and GLU (OE1, OE2)] and positively charged [LYS (NZ) and ARG (NH1, NH2)], where distances were <4.0 Å.

T-stacking, pi-cation, and pi-stacking distance criteria were 5.0, 6.0, and 7.0 Å, respectively. Hydrophobic and vdW interactions

were calculated based on atom R (radii), if the distance between atoms is less than the sum of R of atom A, R of atom B, and 0.5 Å.

One frame and trajectory-based calculations were performed. One frame calculations were applied for the crystal structures, and

‘‘1’’ means the corresponding residues are in contact, and ‘‘0’’ means no interaction. However, in trajectory-based calculations, we

used all available 2000 trajectory frames obtained throughout the performed MD simulations. For the interaction frequencies, we

applied a 0.6 threshold to only take into account the contacts that occurred at least 60% of the simulations.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Data collection and refinement statistics for X-ray crystallography shown in Table S1 and the section of ‘‘method details’’. The atom

distances of the protein model and RMSDs were measured by pyMOL.
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